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Abstract

This paper investigates the effect of location-specific competition and diversity on man-

ufacturing growth. Using detailed manufacturing data from Morocco, we find strong and

robust evidence of agglomeration effects: competition is good for growth but diversity is

not. However, in our study country these effects do not appear to be channelled through

productivity or wages. First, agglomeration variables have opposite effects on growth and on

individual firm productivity. Second, controlling for productivity directly does not reduce

the significance or magnitude of agglomeration variables. In the study country, agglomer-

ation variables measure something that is relevant for manufacturing growth, but it is not

productivity. We also find that a rise in average productivity raises subsequent employment

and investment, but has no effect on firm entry and exit.
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1. Introduction

Since Marshall, agglomeration externalities have long attracted the attention of economists (e.g.,

Henderson 1988, Fujita, Krugman and Venables 1999) and geographers alike (e.g., Isard 1956,

Jacobs 1969, Dicken and Lloyd 1990). Various sources of externalities have been hypothesized

in the literature. Some are thought to raise the productivity of individual firms directly, for

instance through the sharing of technological or market-related information (e.g., Arrow 1962,

Glaeser, Kallal, Scheinkman, and Shleifer 1992). Others are believed to raise profits by reducing

transport costs, for example because of closer proximity to consumers and input providers (e.g.,

Krugman 1991, Rodriguez-Clare 1996). The first case corresponds to Marshallian externalities,

the second to pecuniary externalities.

Much of the empirical literature on agglomeration externalities focuses on employment

growth (e.g., Glaeser et al. 1992, Ellison and Glaeser 1997, Henderson 1997, Combes 2000,

Bun and El Makhloufi2007), with the exception of Combes, Magnac and Robin (2004) who also

look at firm entry and exit. In order to disentangle pure locational advantages from agglomer-

ation effects, the literature has relied on dynamic panel analysis whereby sectoral employment

growth is regressed on proxy variables capturing agglomeration externalities that vary across

locations. Panel analysis offers the advantage of controlling for time-invariant location effects,

such as geographical advantage. Using this approach, agglomeration effects have been shown

to be a strong determinant of employment growth (e.g., Glaeser et al. 1992, Henderson 1997,

Combes 2000, Bun and Makhloufi 2007) and, more recently, of firm entry (e.g., Combes et al.

2004). All these studies assume that agglomeration factors affect manufacturing performance

through their effect on productivity, prices, and costs. But, to our knowledge, this has never

been tested formally.

This paper examines how the introduction of productivity and wage shock measures in
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dynamic firm growth and entry regressions affects the coeffi cients of agglomeration variables.

Productivity and wage shock measures are constructed from a large exhaustive panel dataset

on individual manufacturing firms at a disaggregated geographical level. Using the same data,

Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017) have shown that agglomeration effects affect the total factor

productivity of individual firms and the wages they pay their employees. If variables supposed to

proxy for agglomeration externalities influence firm growth and entry via productivity and wages,

the inclusion of direct —albeit imperfect —measures of productivity and wages should reduce

the magnitude of their coeffi cient. Results contradict this conjecture: although productivity and

wage shocks are shown to have a strong effect on employment growth and firm entry, this effect is

quite distinct from standard agglomeration variables. We also find that agglomeration variables

have an effect on employment growth and firm entry that is quite different from the effect

they have on firm productivity and wages. It therefore appears that agglomeration variables in

dynamic employment growth regressions measure something else than productivity or wages.

This paper is organized as follows. Our testing strategy is described in Section 2, in relation

to the existing literature. The data are presented in Section 3, together with some descriptive

statistics. Econometric analysis is presented in Section 4.

2. Testing strategy

There is a large literature on agglomeration externalities, much of it focusing on manufacturing.

The theoretical literature is particularly well developed and has identified many different types

of agglomeration effects, some negative (e.g., congestion), some positive (e.g., shared infrastruc-

ture). Alfred Marshall, subsequently followed by Arrow (1962) and Romer (1990), identified

knowledge spillover as an important source of externalities. To the extent that knowledge is

transferred more easily through direct human contact, local information sharing is thought to
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give rise to agglomeration externalities of the ’Silicon Valley’type. The shared information need

not be on technology; it may also include business opportunities or market relevant knowledge

(e.g., Rauch and Casella 2003, Fafchamps, El Hamine and Zeufack 2008).

Different views on what shared information is relevant and how it is exchanged have given

rise to different theories regarding the nature of agglomeration effects. One view, attributed to

Marshall, Arrow and Romer and hence referred to as the MAR hypothesis by Combes (2000),

claims that monopoly and market power are associated with more innovation and hence with

larger externalities. The opposite view is championed by Porter (1990) who argues that monop-

olies are stultifying and that it is competition that spurs innovation and growth. Both these

hypotheses are seen as emphasizing externalities within a sector. In contrast, Jacobs (1984) ar-

gues that it is the diversity of industries within cities that is a source of externalities, as industries

borrow ideas from each other. The empirical evidence is contradictory. Using US data, Glaeser

et al. (1992) find in general that local competition and urban diversity, but not specialization,

encourage employment growth. In contrast, Henderson (1997) finds that both specialization and

diversity have positive effects on firm growth but that the former is larger. Using French data,

Combes (2000) finds the opposite result that competition and specialization reduce employment

growth while diversity is negative for most industries and positive for services.

Pecuniary externalities have also been proposed as possible explanation for spatial concen-

tration (e.g., Henderson 1988, Fujita et al. 1999). For instance, in a large labor market, it

is easier and faster for employers to find the specialized manpower they need. This phenom-

enon is called thick labor market externalities by Glaeser et al. (1992). Forward and backward

linkages as initially proposed by Hirschman (1958) are another possibility. Rodriguez-Clare

(1996), for instance, construct a model where a larger market triggers entry in intermediate

input production, thereby generating gains from specialization (e.g., Ciccone and Matsuyama
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1996, Fafchamps and Helms 1996, Fafchamps 1997). Market size also matters. Krugman (1991),

for instance, illustrates how proximity to larger market may attract industries if transport costs

are neither too high nor too low. In this paper, we examine both types of externalities.

The empirical literature on externalities and industrial development remains unsettled (e.g,

Tybout 2000). Glaeser et al. (1992), for instance, conclude that competition and diversity favor

firm growth. In contrast, Henderson (1997) and Desmet and Fafchamps (2005) conclude that

own-sector externalities are much stronger than those generated by other sectors. In his study

of French manufacturing and services, Combes (2000) concludes that competition and total

local employment have a negative effect on firm growth while Bun and El Makhloufi (2007)

concludes that diversity has a positive effect but competition a negative one. Using a different

methodology, Ciccone and Hall (1996) find that employment density increases average labor

productivity.

Combes et al. (2004) argue that contradictory results may be driven by slight differences

in methodology. They insist that a consistent set of regressors needs to be used to obtain

meaningful results. Using a set of agglomeration variables similar to that of Combes et al.

(2004), Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017) use firm-level data to provide evidence of a significant

effect on productivity and wages. They find that returns to specialization are strong and large in

magnitude and that the net effect of competition on productivity and wages tends to be negative.

Their analysis shows that competition tends to lower wages, probably because of thick labor

market externalities. They also find some limited evidence in favor of the diversity argument

put forth by Jacobs (1984). Thompson (2004) shows that input-output linkages matter for

agglomeration externalities.

In this paper we seek to understand the growth of manufacturing over time. Probably due

to data limitations, earlier papers have followed Glaeser at al. (1992) and focused on changes
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in employment levels over time as measure of manufacturing growth. Here we take advantage

of richer data to include not only employment but also total output, investment, and changes

in the number of firms.

At the heart of most analyses of sectoral dynamics is the idea that a variable of interest yit —

typically the level of economic activity in a given country or location i —tends towards a steady

state y∗i . If we linearize the law of motion of y around its steady state or mean, we obtain a

linear difference equation:

∆yit = ρ(y∗i − yit) (2.1)

Equation (2.1) implies that growth ∆yit is faster the further away yit is from y∗. This is common

sense: if yit is converging towards y∗, it must eventually slow down as it reaches y∗. Parameter

ρ expresses the speed with which yit converges to its steady state: if ρ = 1, convergence is

instantaneous; if ρ is small but positive, convergence is slow; if ρ < 0, yit does not move towards

y∗i but in fact moves away from it.

Following Quah (1993) and Desmet and Fafchamps (2006), it is straightforward to extend

the above model to allow for stochastic shocks vit, in which case we have:

∆yit = ρ(y∗i − yit) + vit (2.2)

In this context, y∗i can be thought of as yit’s conditional mean and ρ as the speed at which yit

reverts to its mean.1

In equation (2.2), it is common to assume that y∗i depends on specific conditions zi prevailing

1Of course, if all countries or locations begin well below their conditional mean, most will be seen to revert to
their mean from below, that is, most will grow, as in Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1991).
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in location i, i.e., to posit that y∗i = f(zi). We then write:

∆yit = ρ(f(zi)− yit) + vit (2.3)

In general, researchers are interested not so much in growth itself but in f(zi) because it is

indicative of the long run behavior of yit. By linking the two, equation (2.3) enables researchers

to infer something about f(zi) from the speed of growth: conditioning on yit, equation (2.3)

predicts that variables zi that yield a higher steady state y∗i also increase the growth rate ∆yit.

This yields a testing strategy: regress growth ∆yit on initial condition yit and a set of variables

zi thought to affect steady state y∗i ; if they are seen to speed growth, they should also raise y
∗
i ,

and vice versa. The same reasoning can be extended to time-varying factors zit. In this case,

yit can be thought of as following a moving target. As the target moves further away, yit must

speed up in order to catch up with it.

The above ideas form the basis of our testing strategy: if variables measuring agglomeration

effects speed up growth, this is seen as evidence that they generate positive feedbacks raising

y∗i .
2 To illustrate how this works, let Qijt be total manufacturing output in location i and sector

j at time t. By definition we have Qijt =
∑
k∈Iijt Qk where k is an individual firm index and

Γijt is the set of firms present in location i and sector j at time t. We wish to know whether

Qijt converges to a steady state or conditional mean that is affected by agglomeration effects.

Our core regression is of the form:

log
Qijt+1

Qijt
= αij + βAijt + γPijt − ρ logQijt + τ jt + uijt (2.4)

where αij is a location-sector fixed effect, Aijt is a vector of agglomeration variables, Pijt is a set of

2This approach is but one way of studying agglomeration effects. Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017), for
instance, examine the effect of agglomeration forces directly on firm productivity and wages.
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direct productivity and cost measures, τ jt is a sector-specific time dummy, and uijt is a residual.

In our earlier notation, yit = logQijt, ρf(zit) = αij+βAijt+γPijt, and τ jt+uijt = vit. Location

and sector specific fixed effects αij control for all time-invariant factors such as geographical

location, proximity to borders, etc. Sector-specific time dummies τ jt control for all shocks

that are common across sectors in the economy, such as changes in interest rate or exchange

rate. They also control for technological change in each sector. Agglomeration effects are thus

identified by variations in Aijt and Pijt over time, relative to their national average. This ensures

that we do not erroneously attribute to agglomeration effects what is in fact due to unobserved

heterogeneity across locations.

For estimation purposes, it is customary to rewrite equation (2.4) in the form of a dynamic

panel regression:

logQijt+1 = αij + (1− ρ) logQijt + βAijt + γPijt + τ jt + uijt (2.5)

In the transformed regression, the coeffi cient of Qijt represents the speed of adjustment: the

smaller it is, the faster adjustment is. Given the presence of fixed effects αij , estimation of (2.5)

by OLS is known to generate inconsistent estimates. To deal with the diffi culty, a number of

alternative instrumental variable and GMM estimators have been proposed in the literature.3

Differencing the data to eliminate αij , (2.5) can be written:

∆ logQijt+1 = (1− ρ)∆ logQijt + β∆Aijt + γ∆Pijt + ∆τ jt + ∆uijt (2.6)

GMM estimators for (2.6) rely on lagged values of logQijt to instrument ∆ logQijt (e.g., An-

derson and Hsiao 1982, Arellano and Bond 1991). This is, for instance, the approach adopted

3See for instance Arellano (2003) and Arellano and Honore (2001) for summaries of the literature.
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by Combes (2000) and Combes et al. (2004).4

We are also interested in the channel through which agglomeration effects influence output.

We focus on three possible channels: capital investment, employment, and firm entry and exit.

Manufacturing growth can occur through the expansion of existing firms or through an increase

in the number of firms Nijt. As Combes (2000) has shown, which of these two avenues dominates

depends on demand elasticity and on the nature of competition. Given that agglomeration

externalities are at least in part due to competition, we suspect that agglomeration variables

may have a different effect on firm expansion than on firm entry. Let Lijt, Kijt and Nijt denote

total employment, capital stock, and number of firms in location i and sector j at time t,

respectively. We begin by estimating a model of the form:

∆ logQijt+1 = (1− ρ)∆ logQijt + β∆Aijt + γ∆Pijt

+θl∆ logLijt + θk∆ logKijt + θn∆ logNijt + ∆τ jt + ∆uijt (2.7)

Comparing estimates of parameter vectors β and γ between equations (2.6) and (2.7) should

yield the first hints on whether agglomeration Aijt and productivity Pijt affect output growth

directly or indirectly through investment, hiring, and firm entry: if agglomeration externalities

affect output indirectly by fostering a change in employment, investment, or firm entry, estimated

coeffi cients β and γ in equation (2.7) should be smaller than in (2.6).

We also examine how employment growth, investment, and firm entry and exit respond to

Aijt and Pijt. Our regressions are of the form:

∆ logXijt+1 = ϕx1∆ logLijt + ϕx2∆ logKijt + ϕx3∆ logNijt + ϕx4∆Aijt + ϕx5∆Pijt + ∆τxjt + ∆uxijt

4Combes et al. (2004) estimate a version of (2.5) where the dependent variable is Lijt/Nijt, i.e., employment
per firm. Given that the model is estimated in logs and that Nijt appears as regressor (see infra), their models is
basically equivalent to ours in that respect.
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where X stands for L,K, and N , respectively. Since Lijt, Kijt and Nijt feed back into each

other, they are to be regarded as pre-determined variables. Consequently, their first differences

are all instrumented with lagged levels of Lijt, Kijt and Nijt. We further refine this approach

by decomposing net firm entry into sub-components. A net increase in Nijt requires that gross

entries N e
ijt and firm in-migration Nn

ijt from other locations exceeds gross exit Nx
ijt−1 < 0 and

firm out-migration to other locations No
ijt−1 < 0:

∆Nijt = N e
ijt +Nn

ijt +Nx
ijt−1 +No

ijt−1

To investigate whether agglomeration externalities and productivity shocks affect entry, exit,

and firm relocation differently, we also estimate models of the form:

log(N z
ijt+1 +Nijt+1)− logNijt = ϕx1∆ logLijt + ϕx2∆ logKijt + ϕx3∆ logNijt

+ϕx4∆Aijt + ϕx5∆Pijt + ∆τxjt + ∆uxijt (2.8)

for z = {e, n, x, o}. This formulation offers the advantage that all estimated coeffi cients are

expressed in terms of their effect on the growth rate of the number of firms. Since equation

(2.8) does not include a lagged dependent variable, the GMM estimator of Arellano and Bond

does not apply. We nevertheless worry that Lijt, Kijt, and Nijt may be correlated with the fixed

effect. For this reason ∆ logLijt,∆ logKijt and ∆ logNijt are nonetheless instrumented using

lagged levels when estimating (2.8).

We now turn to a description of our regressors. We follow Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017)

and identify four variables measuring agglomeration effects Aijt:5 (1) total manufacturing em-

5Combes et al. (2004) also regard Lijt and Nijt as capturing agglomeration effects. We are not comfortable
with this interpretation (see below).
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ployment in location i at time t —Lit =
∑
j Lijt; (2) the total number of manufacturing sectors

Mit present in location i at time t; (3) a diversity index D∗it defined as

D∗it =
1∑

j∈Γit

(
Lijt
Lit

)2

where Γit is the set of sectors present in location i at time t; and (4) a competition index C∗ijt

defined as

C∗ijt =
1∑

k∈Γijt

(
Lk
Lijt

)2

Both D∗it and C
∗
ijt are Herfindahl indices. Complete concentration in a single sector (D

∗
it) or

firm (C∗ijt) yields a value of 1. In contrast, if employment is equally shared among sectors, the

diversity index becomes:

D∗it =
1∑

j∈Γit

(
Lit/Mit

Lit

)2

=
1∑

j∈Γit

(
1
Mit

)2

= Mit

By the same token, when all firms are of equal size, C∗ijt = Nijt. To facilitate interpretation, we

normalize D∗it and C
∗
ijt as follows:

Dit =
D∗it
Mit

Cijt =
C∗ijt
Nijt

Normalized indices vary between 0 (most concentrated) and 1 (least concentrated).

Several of the above variables have been used in one form or another in the literature before,
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typically in log form. For instance, own sector employment logLijt is referred to by Henderson

(2003) as a localization effect while logLit is said to capture urbanization effects. Sometimes

similar variables are given a different interpretation. Henderson (2003), for instance, uses Nijt

as the number of sources of local information spillover while Combes et al. (2004) regard Nijt

alone as a measure of competition. In the work of Glaeser et al. (1992), it is the (log of the) ratio

Nijt/Lijt that is used as a measure of competition. The likely reason for these discrepancies is

differences in data availability: authors with different types of data end up using different sets

of agglomeration variables.

We are not comfortable interpreting the coeffi cient of logLijt as measure of agglomeration

effects. The reason is that firms would typically grow even in the absence of agglomeration

externalities. Summing over all firms would generate a relationship between ∆ logLijt and

logLijt even though agglomeration effects are absent. The same reasoning also applies to firm

entry and exit: firms would enter and exit even in the absence of agglomeration effects. To

identify the agglomeration effect of Lijt and Nijt, firm-level data is required as as to distinguish

between factors that are internal and external to individual firms.

The meaning of each variable depends on the presence or absence of the others: variables

can only be interpreted in conjunction with each other. Assuming that all variables enter in

logs, Lit captures the agglomeration effect due to the presence of a large manufacturing sector.

The effect of specialization Lijt/Lit is captured in the coeffi cient of Lijt, together with growth

factors that are internal to firms. Competition is captured by Cijt which, after normalization,

can be interpreted independently from Nijt. If competition generates positive agglomeration

externalities, as suggested by Porter, then Cijt should have a positive effect on productivity and

hence on firm growth.

Diversity is captured by two variables, Mit and Dit. Since we are conditioning on sectoral
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specialization through Lijt/Lit, the variables Mit and Dit measure the effect of diversity in

sectors other than j. For a given level of specialization, firm performance may increase with the

diversity of production in sectors other than the firm’s own sector j. It is this effect that variables

Mit and Dit seek to capture. If diversity in other sectors is good for manufacturing firms, then

we expect both Mit and Dit to have a positive effect on firm performance. Comparison of their

effects can tell us whether it is the mere presence of a sector that matters or whether it is the

equal distribution of employment across sectors.

As we pointed out earlier, agglomeration variables Aijt are meant to proxy for productivity

effects due to location externalities (e.g., Glaeser et al. 1992, Henderson 1997, Combes 2000,

Combes et al. 2004, Bun and Makhloufi 2007). In the context of this literature, productivity

should be understood in a broad sense: it encompasses the effect that Marshallian and pecuniary

externalities can have on the joint productivity of all firms in a given location. Marshallian

externalities raise total factor productivity directly while pecuniary externalities raise output

prices and/or lower wage and intermediate input costs. Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017) have

shown that both total factor productivity and wages are strongly influenced by agglomeration

effects. Consequently, we let the Pijt vector include measures of total factor productivity as well

as factor costs.

We estimate all models with and without Pijt variables. Intuitively, if agglomeration variables

capture productivity effects, then the inclusion of direct productivity measures Pijt should set

the coeffi cients of agglomeration variables to 0. The validity of this test rests on the assumption

that Pijt is measured without error. If measurement error is present, we would expect some

of the productivity effects to be capture by Aijt variables, in which case their coeffi cient may

remain significantly different from 0. But even in this case, we expect β to fall in absolute value.

Before turning to the empirical analysis, we need to recognize its logic and limitations. First,
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our focus is on local snowballing effects, i.e., we ask whether location-specific variation in pro-

ductivity or agglomeration variables has a delayed effect that ripples through all sectors in that

location. Since we control for location—sector fixed effects and focus on year-to-year variation,

long-lasting agglomeration effects are not picked up by our approach. Similarly, since we control

for sector-year fixed effects, our approach nets out any time-varying sector-specific effect that

operates at the level of the country. We also do not consider ripple effects on neighboring loca-

tions. Identification of agglomeration effects is achieved solely from observing yearly variation

within each sector and location.

Second, our analysis encompasses all locations where manufacturing firms are found, in-

cluding locations with very few of them. In other words, we do not limit our analysis to large

metropolitan areas. Small localities are worthy of attention because, if anything, agglomeration

effects should be comparatively larger there: a local productivity shock is more likely to snow-

ball to other firms if agglomeration externalities in manufacturing are an important contributor

to town formation. The data also include many small firms, a feature that may affect our re-

sults regarding entry and exit. The role of the rapid growth of new entrants in the creation

major industrial hubs —e.g., the Silicon Valley —has caught the attention of many. We want

to see whether insights generated by such experiences translate to small manufacturers in a

middle-income country such as Morocco.

Third, nothing in our analysis enables us to distinguish between pure externalities and general

equilibrium effects that are location specific. While the concept of Marshallian or technological

externality is well defined in our context — it raises or lowers total factor productivity — the

concept of pecuniary externality is not clearly distinguished from other general equilibrium

effects.6 Ultimately, it is a matter of semantics whether we want to call agglomeration effects

6 In the theoretical literature, the term pecuniary externality is sometimes used to describe situations in which
market interactions generate multiple Pareto ranked equilibria (e.g., Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny 1989, Ciccone
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an externality or not. With this caveat in mind, we now turn to the data.

3. The data

To implement the above testing strategy, we use manufacturing census data from Morocco. The

data were collected by the Moroccan Ministry of Commerce and Industry every year over the

period 1985 to 2001. Coverage is universal and includes all manufacturing enterprises in all

sectors and all parts of the country. Given that answering the annual census questionnaire is a

legal obligation, the rate of non-answer is fairly small —12% over the entire period.7 These data

have already been studied by others. The first years of this data set have been used by Clerides,

Lach and Tybout (1998) to examine export behavior. The relationship between exports and

productivity is also studied by Fafchamp et al. (2008). Fafchamps and El Hamine (2017) test

the effect of agglomeration externalities on total factor productivity and wages. Fafchamps and

Schundeln (2013) show that local bank availability is associated with faster growth for small and

medium-size firms in sectors with growth opportunities, with a lower likelihood of firm exit and

a higher likelihood of investment.

The sectoral decomposition identifies 17 different sectors corresponding roughly to the 2-

digit ISIC classification. Because 3 of the sectors have very few firms, for the sake of the

analysis we combine them with other similar sectors, bringing the total number of sectors to

14. Data is available for all years on output, employment, wage payments, investment, and

disbursed capital (a balance sheet equity concept). Capital stock information is available for

and Matsuyama 1996). Elsewhere (e.g., Romer 1986, Rodriguez-Clare 1996, Fafchamps 1997), pecuniary exter-
nalities describe multiplier effects. Our empirical analysis can neither identify multiple equilibria nor distinguish
multiplier effects that arise from normal general equilibrium feedbacks from those that arise from pecuniary
externalities.

7For the purpose of generating national and regional statistics, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry imputed
values individually for each non-responding firm. Imputation was typically done using previous year information.
Imputed firms are ignored in the regression analysis but to minimize measurement error imputed employment
figures for non-respondent firms are used in computing the agglomeration variables described in the previous
section.
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the year 2001. Employment figures are separated into permanent and casual workers, the latter

figure being given in total number of days per year. We divide the number of man-days by

256 to transform man-days of casual labor into permanent employee equivalent.8 To facilitate

comparison, we deflate all output figures using sector-specific GDP price deflator. Investment

data is deflated using the price index for machinery.9

Location information varies over time. From 1985 until 1993, the manufacturing census

only recorded the province in which the firm was located. This period correspond to a trade

liberalization phase (Haddad and de Melo 1996). From 1994 until 1997, the data also recorded

the city code and from 1998 on the precise commune location of each firm was recorded. Morocco

is divided into 70 provinces, 67 of which count at least one manufacturing firm over the study

period. Starting from 1993, the data distinguishes between 242 cities. From 1998, firm location

data is available at the commune level. There are approximately 1300 communes in Morocco,

689 of which had at least one manufacturing firm over the study period.

These data are used to construct three sets of location and sector specific variables: at the

commune, city, and province level. Commune and city aggregates can be computed from 1998

until 2001 and from 1994 until 2001, respectively. Province aggregates can be computed for

the whole span of the data, that is, from 1985 until 2001. Summary statistics are presented in

Table 2. The table is organized a way that mirrors the subsequent analysis: each observation

corresponds to a sector, location, and year with at least one active firm. Locations with no

manufacturing are omitted form the table —they provide no information about agglomeration

effects. The three panels correspond to the varying level of geographical detail available in the

census data.

8This corresponds to 365 - 52 x 2 (week-ends) - 6 (public holidays).
9Since we include sector-specific year dummies in all regressions, deflating is not really an issue. But it matters

for back-predicted capital stock, as explained below.
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Average sectoral employment at the commune level is around 360 workers. The median is

much lower at 53. Total manufacturing employment in the commune is a little over 4000 on

average. There are on average around 5 firms in each sector and commune, with a smaller

median of 2. The corresponding value of the (unnormalized) competition index C∗ijt is 2.7,

hence falling roughly between 1, which corresponds to complete concentration, and Nijt which

correspond to complete equality conditional on Nijt. Around 8 of the 14 sectors are present in

a commune on average. The average (unnormalized) diversity index D∗it is 3.3, which similarly

falls between 1 and Mit. Entry, exit, and movement across locations are presented next. We see

that the number of entering and exiting firms are roughly of the same order of magnitude. This

is consistent with the relative stagnation of Moroccan manufacturing in the late 1990’s. The exit

rate is high: in any given year 10% of all firms exit. This reflects the small nature of many of the

firms in the manufacturing census. Small firms are indeed known to have a higher churning rate

(e.g., Barrett 1994, Daniels 1997). We also see that many firms move across locations. By the

nature of the data, no information on firms exiting or moving out is available for the last year,

hence the smaller number of observations. As suggested by the large difference between the

mean and the median, investment Iijt is highly skewed. This is normal given the predominance

of small firms in the sample (e.g., Bigsten et al. 2004).

The second and third panels show similar statistics when geographical location is defined

at the level of the city and province, respectively. While there are on average 18.5 communes

per province, the number of communes with manufacturing employment is only 2.9 times the

number of provinces. This suggests that, within each province, manufacturing employment is

geographically concentrated in a few communes. Comparison between the three panels indicates

that values are roughly multiplied by 2.5-3 between the commune and province data. Because

of this —and the used of lagged variations —there is much larger number of usable years when
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using province instead of commune data, in spite of the reduction in the number of locations.

4. Productivity and wages

Before we turn to the estimation of our model of interest, we need to generate the productivity

variables. Ideally, we would like to have information on total factor productivity in volume, plus

data on output prices, wages, and input costs —since theoretically they can all channel external-

ities. In practice, we do not have information on output prices and input costs. Consequently,

we focus our attention on wages and total factor productivity in value.

Wage wijt is obtained by dividing, for each firm, the total annual wage bill by the number

of employees.10 We then take the median of the location and sector as our wage measure wijt.

The median is preferred to the mean because it is less sensitive to measurement error.11

To obtain an estimate of total factor productivity in value, we estimate, for each firm k in

our sample, a Cobb-Douglas production function of the form:

logQkt = θ0 + θ1 logLkt + +θ2
Lcasualkt

Lkt
+ θ3 logKkt + θ4Zkt + ekt (4.1)

where Qkt is the value of output, Lcasualkt is the number of casual workers (in permanent employee

equivalent units), and Zkt is a vector of control variables including the log of the firm’s age, the

squared log of age, the share of foreign and government ownership, dummies for limited liability

and corporate status, as well as sector, region, and year dummies. Since capital stock information

is only available for 2001, we fit a predictive equation to the 2001 data and use the estimated

coeffi cients to predict the capital in other years.12

10Casual workers are measured in permanent employee equivalent units.
11Since wijt is obtained by dividing two variables reported with error, its distribution has fat tails driven by

very large and very small outliers. Using the median takes care of this problem. In practice, using the average
wage instead of the median does not change results much.
12The predictive regression is presented in appendix and discussed in detail by Fafchamps and El Hamine
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Predicted values of capital K̂kt are then used in lieu of capital in equation (4.1) as well as in

subsequent analysis. This implies that capital is de facto instrumented. To avoid simultaneity

bias, the two labor variables are also instrumented using the same variables used to predict

capital, namely, lagged labor, firm equity, a dummy if the firm existed in the previous year, and

variables measuring lagged investment. All values are deflated using sector-specific deflators.

Results are presented in Table 2. The show that this simple, parsimonious model accounts for

more than three fourth of the variation in firm output. Labor and capital share parameters take

reasonable values.

The residuals êkt from equation (4.1) are then obtained. The median residual êkt for a given

sector, year, and location is our measure of firm total factor productivity pijt. Together, wijt

and pijt form the Pijt vector. The reader should keep in mind that since we cannot construct

an input price variable, we cannot control for possible productivity effects that take place via

intermediate inputs or service costs.

5. Dynamic panel analysis

We now turn to the dynamic panel analysis. We begin with the output growth equation (2.6).

All regressors are in logs.13

Results for equation (2.6) are reported in Table 3 using the GMM estimator proposed by

Arellano and Bond (1991).14 Robust standard errors are used throughout. Since we do not

(2017). A small number of firm characteristics such as age, legal status, foreign or public ownership, as well as
sectoral and location dummies are included as regressors. Time varying predictors include lagged labor and share
of casual workers, investment and lagged investment, dummies for whether the firm invested in the current and
previous period, and a dummy for whether is in its first year of existence, in which case all lagged values are set
to zero. This parsimonious model explains two thirds of the variation in capital stock across firms in 2001.
13Productivity shocks êkt are by construction expressed in logs.
14Following the recommendation of Arellano and Bond (1991), we report one-step GMM estimates throughout

because two-step estimates are known to seriously underestimate standard errors in finite samples. This is
confirmed in our case: two-step estimates are very similar to one-step estimates, but t values are unrealistically
large. To check for robustness, we also estimate equation (2.6) using the slitghly less effi cient instrumental variable
method suggested by Anderson and Hsiao (1982). All pre-determined differenced regressors are instrumented using
lagged levels. Results are very similar to those obtained with GMM. Even with robust standard errors, inference
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know at what geographical level agglomeration effects are felt, three sets of two regressions

are reported, each set corresponding to a different geographical unit of analysis. The first two

columns refer to the commune data, which only runs from 1998 until 2001. The second set of

two columns refers to the city data which runs from 1994 until 2001, and the last set refers to

provinces, with data from 1985 until 2001. For each of these sets, two regressions are estimated:

without and with productivity variables pijt and wijt. The number of observations increases as

one moves from commune to city to province data, reflecting the increase in the number of usable

years of data. At the bottom of this Table —and subsequent Tables —we report autocorrelation

tests on the residuals.15 We also report a joint test of the agglomeration variables Aijt and

productivity variables Pijt. Since we control for fixed effects, all reported coeffi cients are purged

of time-invariant location and sector-specific effects, such as those that could be due to pure

geographical advantages.

Results are broadly similar across the three sets of regressions: inference does not appear to

depend on the geographical unit of analysis. This is probably due to the fact that communes

with manufacturing activity tend to be located close to each other within each city and province.

We find a large and positive coeffi cient on lagged output Qijt, indicating a lot of persistence

in economic activity. Total employment in location Lit has a strong negative effect in all three

regressions, suggesting that the presence of manufacturing employment has a negative effect on

manufacturing growth. This is consistent with the existence of negative agglomeration exter-

nalities due to congestion. The competition index Cijt is positive and significant in all three

regressions: less concentration within a sector is beneficial to growth in this sector. The number

is virtually identical.
15The Arellano and Bond estimator is known to be consistent under first order autocorrelation, but not under

second order autocorrelation. A Sargan overidentification test was also conducted. When calculated under
the assumption of homoskedastic errors, the Sargan test is known to over-reject the null in the presence of
heteroskedasticity in this category of models. Sargan tests based on the two-step model, which corrects for
heteroskedasticity, all fail to reject overidentification.
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of manufacturing sectors present in a location has a positive effect on manufacturing output

growth, but the effect is only significant in the first regression. In contrast, the diversity index

Dit is everywhere negative, significantly so in the city and province regressions. Taken together,

these results appear to reject Jacobs’idea that manufacturing diversity is beneficial to growth:

locations with less diversified manufacturing on average grow faster.

Adding the two productivity variables to the regression does not, contrary to expectations,

reduce the effect of agglomeration variables Lit,Mit, Cijt and Dit; in most cases it even magnifies

their coeffi cient, as evidenced by higher individual t-values and a higher Wald test statistic for

joint significance (see bottom of Table 3). This flies in the face of the idea that agglomeration

effects on growth operate through productivity. Variable pijt also behave in an unexpected man-

ner: contrary to expectations, it has a strong negative coeffi cient in all three sets of regressions.

This means that, controlling for time-invariant sector and location effects, a rise in productivity

at time t is associated with slower growth of output at time t + 1. This result contradicts the

idea that productivity gains are what fuels manufacturing growth at the local level. In contrast,

the wage variable has the anticipated negative sign: a rise in local manufacturing wages at t

leads to slower output growth at t+ 1, possibly because firms leave the location for another one

with lower labor costs. We revisit this hypothesis below.

One likely explanation for the negative sign on pijt is that productivity in value is subject

to non-persistent shocks: as productivity reverts towards its mean after a large positive shock,

output tends to fall. This interpretation finds some support in the results: once we control

for past productivity, the coeffi cient on lagged output rises above one in all three regressions.

This means that if output rises at t for reasons other than a productivity shock (e.g., because

of investment or firm entry), this rise leads to an even faster increase in output in subsequent

periods. In contrast, if output rises at t because of a productivity shock, it tends to fall subse-
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quently, suggesting that the productivity shock was short-lived. No matter what the underlying

mechanism, this findings flies in the face of the idea that productivity shocks snowball through

the economy, generating positive feedbacks between firms and triggering a virtuous growth cycle.

This is not what we observe in Moroccan manufacturing.

To investigate this further, we estimate equation (2.7) which include Lijt, Nijt and Kijt as

additional regressors. As indicated earlier, these variables are regarded as pre-determined in the

estimation, and thus their differences are instrumented with lagged levels. Regression results are

presented in Table 4. Inference regarding agglomeration and productivity variables is basically

unchanged by the presence of Lijt, Nijt and Kijt: whatever agglomeration and productivity

variables are measuring, it is not past firm expansion. As anticipated, the introduction of the

new regressors brings down the coeffi cient of lagged output below 1. But estimated coeffi cients

for Lijt, Nijt and Kijt are highly variable —switching sign and significance from one regression to

the other. Results for employment and number of firms are by and large inconclusive, probably

because multicollinearity with lagged levels of output and capital precludes reliable identifica-

tion. Results are slightly more stable for capital: once we control for past productivity shocks,

investment at t is associated with a fall in output at t+ 1. We revisit this puzzling result below.

To investigate issues more in detail, we turn to the effect that agglomeration and productivity

variables may have directly on investment, employment growth, and firm entry and exit. We

begin with employment growth, which has been the primary focus of much of the literature to

date. Results are presented in Table 5, again using the Arellano and Bond GMM estimator.

Other estimation details are the same as in Table 4.16

We again find evidence of a lot of persistence, with coeffi cients on lagged employment fluc-

tuating between 0.68 and 1.05, depending on the regression. An increase in the number of firms

16 In particular, Lijt, Kijt and Nijt are regarded throughout as pre-determined variables and instrumented using
lagged levels. Robust standard errors are reported throughout.
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at t is associated with employment growth at t + 1. This is consistent with the idea that new

firms go through an initial period of rapid growth as they converge to their firm-specific steady

state. Surprisingly, passed changes in capital stock are not reflected in subsequent employment

growth. To verify whether this result is due to the fact that we are using predicted capital

in lieu of actual capital stock, we reestimate the model using the simpler Anderson and Hsiao

approach. This enables us to used lagged investment instead of change in predicted capital

stock.17 Results, not shown here to save space, are identical: it is not the reliance on predicted

capital stock that accounts for the non-significant coeffi cient on capital.

The effect of agglomeration variables on the growth of sectoral employment is by and large

identical to their effect on output: total employment Lit and diversity Dit have strong negative

effects, while the competition index Cijt is strongly positive. Within-sector competition thus

appears beneficial to employment growth while total manufacturing employment and sectoral

diversity have negative effects. The number of sectors Mit appears with a significantly positive

coeffi cient in the commune data, but the effect disappears as we move to the province data.

This suggests that the effect of Mit may have changed over time or depends strongly on the size

of the geographical unit.

Productivity variables pijt and wijt, in contrast, behave in a completely different way com-

pared to their effect on output: both variables have positive effects in the commune, city and

province regressions. The level of significance of the productivity variable remains low, however.

What these results imply is that a rise in productivity or wages at time t leads to a subsequent

rise in employment at t+1. For productivity, this effect is what theory predicts: as productivity

increases, firms hire more workers. But the effect of wijt is contrary to theory: manufacturing

employment is seen to increase after a rise in manufacturing wages.

17Because capital is pre-determined, however, investment at t must instrumented with lagged levels of predicted
capital.
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Turning to investment, we again find evidence of persistence (see Table 6). But the coeffi cient

of lagged capital is much lower than that of labor —between 0.37 and 0.58 compared to 0.68

to 1.05. This is consistent with the observation that, in poor countries, investment is sporadic,

perhaps due to convexity in adjustment costs (e.g., Bigsten et al. 2004). In further contrast with

Table 5, we find that lagged employment growth has a strong effect on investment: locations

and sectors that have expanded employment in the past tend to experience more investment in

the future. Put differently, employment growth tends to lead investment instead of the contrary,

as is often assumed. This again is consistent with the existence of convex adjustment costs or

option effects: firms increase employment before investing (e.g., Dixit 1989, Dixit and Pindyck

1994).

Agglomeration variables have by and large the same effect on investment as they have on

employment, so we need not discuss them again. But pijt and wijt behave in a different manner.

Here we find a strong and robust association between past productivity increases and investment:

locations and sectors that experienced a large increase in productivity at t are more likely to

invest at t+1. Since positive productivity shocks are associated with a subsequent fall in output,

this suggests that firms may be behaving in a myopic manner, failing to see that the current

productivity shock is short-lived. An alternative explanation is that firms are credit constrained.

By raising current revenues, a favorable productivity shock enables firms to undertake investment

that they could not previously undertake (e.g., Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen 1988, Hubbard

1998, Bigsten et al. 1999, Fafchamps and Oostendorp 2002, Nkurunziza 2010, Fafchamps and

Schulndeln 2013).

Table 7 shows a similar regression analysis for the number of firms Nijt. Results suggest a

very high level of persistence for firm numbers: the coeffi cient on lagged Nijt oscillates between

0.89 and 1.5. Lagged employment and capital are only significant in the province regression,
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labor with a positive coeffi cient and capital with a negative one. Put differently, employment

growth at t is associated with net firm entry at t + 1 while investment at t seems to lead to

firm exit. The first effect suggests that when existing firms expand employment, new firms

enter. Alternatively, when existing firms cut down their workforce, displaced workers seek self-

employment through the creation of small firms. The second effect may be due to the fact

that investment by existing firms displaces smaller firms, hence leading to firm exit — e.g., if

self-employed workers close their firm to join the workforce of larger firms. While agglomeration

variables again have the same effect on net firm entry, pijt and wijt are non-significant, except

for wages which appears with a positive and significant coeffi cient in the province regression.

We further investigate firm entry by decomposing∆ logNijt into gross entry, firm in-migration,

firm out-migration, and gross exit and estimating equation (2.8). As explained in Section 2, the

GMM estimator of Arellano and Bond does not strictly apply. The model is therefore estimate

using the Anderson and Hsiao approach of instrumenting first differences with lagged levels.

Results are summarized in Table 8. Robust standard errors and a 10% significance level are

used for inference purposes. Since exit and out-migration appear as negative variables, the signs

of all coeffi cient is immediately comparable.

We find that persistence affects all four dependent variables: a larger number of firms in-

creases entry and in-migration and reduces exit and out-migration. The positive effect of em-

ployment on Nijt that is significant in the province regression appears to take place through

increased gross entry and reduced out-migration; exit and in-migration are not affected. The

negative effect of investment on Nijt in the province regression appears driven primarily by in-

creased firm exit. Agglomeration variables affect our four dependent variables differently. Total

employment Lit depresses Nijt via its effect on entry, exit, and out-migration. In contrast, firm

in-migration does not appear to be affected by changes in Lit over time. The number of sectors,
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which is non-significant in Table 7, tends to be non-significant here as well, except for a few

regressions where the effect in significantly negative. Much of the negative effect of diversity on

Nijt appears to be due to reduced gross entry. Diversity also tends to reduce out-migration and

firm exit, but the effect is only significant in the commune regression.

Competition has a positive and significant effect in most regressions: less concentration

reduces firm exit and out-migration while encouraging more entry and in-migration. According

to the literature (e.g., Nelson and Winter 1982, Clerides et al. 1998, Das, Roberts and Tybout

2001, Haddad and Norton 2001), the effect of competition on productivity is thought to come

from the elimination of ineffi cient firms and entry by newer, more productive firms. In this case,

we would expect that increased competition increases both entry and exit. This is not what we

find.

Finally, pijt is seen to have a negative effect on firm in-migration and a positive effect on

exit in the city regressions. The wage variable wijt, in contrast, tends to raise entry and reduce

exit in the province regression. Neither results are consistent with the agglomeration externality

idea that locations with favorable productivity shocks attract new firms, or that higher wages

drive firms away.

6. Conclusion

The literature has attempted to provide evidence of agglomeration externalities by regressing

sectoral employment growth on variables meant to capture location-specific specialization, com-

petition, and diversity (e.g., Glaeser et al. 1992, Henderson 1997, Combes 2000, Combes et al.

2004, Bun and Makhloufi 2007). Evidence of an influence of agglomeration variables on growth

has generally been taken as evidence of productivity effects. In this paper, we have tested the

validity of this approach in two ways: by controlling directly for productivity, and by comparing
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results obtained using employment growth with those using output, investment, and firm entry

and exit. What makes these improvements possible is detailed and exhaustive firm-level data

available over an extended period of time. In our econometric analysis, we control for location

and sector specific fixed effects and correct for the fact that some regressors are pre-determined.

We find strong and robust evidence of agglomeration effects. Moreover, none of our results

depends on the level of geographical disaggregation: we obtain similar findings whether working

with commune, city, or province data. This is hardly surprising given that, within provinces,

manufacturing remains concentrated in a few nearby locations. Our results show that a rise in

total manufacturing employment in a locality predicts a negative growth in output, employment,

capital, and number of firms in the following year. We also find that sectoral concentration is

inimical to growth: locations and sectors where firms are of equal size tend to grow faster in terms

of output, employment, and capital. Firm entry is also higher. Finally, locations with equal

distribution of employment across various manufacturing sectors grow significantly slower, again

in terms of output, employment, capital, and number of firms. If we interpret these results as

other authors have done, we would conclude that competition is good for growth —and diversity

bad —because of their effect on productivity.

Other findings, however, cast some doubt on this interpretation. First, agglomeration vari-

ables have an effect on local sectoral growth that is virtually opposite to the one they have

on individual firm productivity. Indeed, using the same data set Fafchamps and El Hamine

(2017) estimate the effect of agglomeration variables on wages and total factor productivity at

the individual firm level. They find that competition reduces productivity while diversity raises

it —the opposite result from what we find here.

Second, if agglomeration variables influence manufacturing growth through their effect on

productivity, controlling for productivity directly should eliminate or, at the very least, reduce
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the significance of agglomeration variables. In our detailed analysis, we find instead that none of

the agglomeration effects is seriously affected when we introduce measures of total factor produc-

tivity: in none of our regressions do productivity variables lower the significance of agglomeration

variables. Agglomeration variables capture something that is relevant to firm growth, but it is

not total factor productivity in value.

To be fair, our productivity variables do not always behave as anticipated either. In par-

ticular, past productivity shocks tend to lower future output growth. We interpret this finding

as consistent with the idea that productivity shocks are not very persistent; reversion to the

mean implies slower future growth. We also find that a rise in productivity raises subsequent

employment and investment, but has no effect on firm entry and exit. The effect is particularly

strong on investment, suggesting that firms invest more in the wake of a positive productivity

shock when revenues are high, possibly because they are liquidity constrained (e.g., Hubbard

1998, Bigsten et al. 1999, Bigsten et al. 2003).

The analysis presented here raises many new questions. The literature has relied on certain

variables thought to affect productivity in order to measure agglomeration externalities. Our

findings suggest that this approach is unreliable, at least in the context of Morocco: agglomera-

tion variables do not have on firm-level productivity the same effect that they have on aggregate

growth, and they do not influence manufacturing growth via their presumed effect on produc-

tivity. Yet agglomeration variables are strong and robust predictors of manufacturing growth.

What is unclear is why. But we can speculate.

First, over the study period, Moroccan manufacturing is a relatively small sector of the

economy heavily concentrated in three sectors —garment, textiles, and leather products —that

account for 80% of all manufacturing employment and are heavily exported (e.g., Fafchamps,

El Hamine and Zeufack 2008, Fafchamps 2009). The Moroccan textile and garment value chain
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is extremely short, with heavy reliance on cut-and-trim18 sub-contracting for European buy-

ers, predominantly in France and Spain. Production orders are short —a few days —and the

manpower is largely composed of female casual workers. The three sectors are subject to large

demand swings driven by shocks in foreign demand and competitivity with Chinese exports.

This means that vertical linkages within the manufacturing sector are minimal and production

is heavily dependent on conditions abroad. This leaves less room for agglomeration effects op-

erating through industrial linkages and pecuniary externalities through local demand. Since

firms compete for the same export orders, productivity shocks —i.e., above average sales —do

not diffuse across firms. This may explain why we do not find evidence of agglomeration effect

through productivity diffusion.

Secondly, manufacturing in Morocco is characterized by the coexistence of medium to large

scale modern firms, with small survivalist enterprises created primarily to make ends meet. This

is associated with wide disparities in the productivity level and management practices of firms

(Bloom and van Reenen 2007). When medium to large firms shed workers, small firms pick up

the slack until jobs in medium to large firms are restored. We believe this pendulum process

explains some of the findings regarding the entry and exit of firms in response to productivity

shocks and agglomeration effects.

Third, we have looked for evidence of agglomeration effects at a fairly disaggregated geo-

graphical level. As a result, the sample used for estimation counts a lot small localities, many

of which are dominated by small informal firms. This means that our findings are heavily influ-

enced by what happens to small firms. Because they have very different management practices

from large firms, we also suspect that informal sector firms may not benefit from the same ag-

18 In cut-and-trim, the buyer supplies all the designs and raw materials (e.g., fabric, buttons). This is related
to the fact that Moroccan garment manufacturing partly serves the role of stop-gap supplier for large French
and Spanish department stores: when they stock-out on a mass-produced garment in China and they wish to
restock their inventories at short notice, they sub-contract Moroccan manufacturers on a cut-and-trim basis. This
singularly reduces opportunities for vertical linkages.
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glomeration externalities as those that benefit modern firms. In particular, small firms would

not be able to absorb innovations in technology and management that spread through modern

firms. This may explain why, in our data, past productivity improvements do not predict future

growth in sales.

While these features may explain why our findings differ from what has been found in more

advanced economies with large modern manufacturing, it does not imply that they are uninter-

esting. Quite the contrary. To date the literature has approached agglomeration externalities

in a fairly monolithic way, as if they applied equally in all economies. Given what we now know

of the lower tail of the firm productivity distribution in developing countries (Bloom and van

Reenen 2007), it is not too surprising that they do not benefit from agglomeration through the

diffusion of productivity shocks. More likely, they conglomerate where local demand is, creating

congestion and strong competition among them, and this what we pick up in our results.

To conclude, we have found agglomeration effects in Moroccan manufacturing but have found

no evidence that they are due to productivity spillovers across firms. When we consider the

nature of manufacturing in the country at that time, this may not been so surprising after all. If

so, we need to reconsider the nature of agglomeration externalities in the developing world, and

especially in Africa. Urbanization has spawned a myriad of small firms there, and our dominant

models of industrial development appear in need of a rethink before we can successfully apply

them to these new towns and cities.
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Table 1. Variables used in the analysis
Number

MaximumMinimumSt. dev.MedianMeanof obs.NotationA. By commune (1998-2001)
1547811050.753.0359.15428LijtSectoral employment in the location 
5921917566.01134.04252.35428LitTotal employment in the location

7617.62.04.95428NijtSectoral number of firms in the location
3413.21.62.75428CijtCompetition index
1414.59.08.25428MitNumber of sectors in the location
1011.92.93.35428DitDiversity index

3501.40.00.65428NeNumber of new firms
4402.60.00.95428NnNumber of firms moving in
1401.20.00.54049NxNumber of exiting firms
2201.30.00.54049No Number of firms moving out

16462706715.051.01651.55428IijtInvestment
3.94-5.350.780.010.025355pijtMedian productivity in sector-location

485.790.1211.325.516.875427wijtMedian wage in sector-location
B. By city (1994-2001)

2437811857.796.0683.95570LijtSectoral employment in the location 
103629115856.22868.38947.55570LitTotal employment in the location

163116.53.09.35570NijtSectoral number of firms in the location
6715.52.03.95570CijtCompetition index
1414.511.09.55570MitNumber of sectors in the location
1112.13.53.85570DitDiversity index

6402.10.00.95570NeNumber of new firms
2501.30.00.55570NnNumber of firms moving in
2601.90.00.84809NxNumber of exiting firms
2501.30.00.44809No Number of firms moving out

18647409647.1142.42849.95570IijtInvestment
3.72-5.350.760.01-0.005517pijtMedian productivity in sector-location

485.790.0311.695.005.975570wijtMedian wage in sector-location
C. By province (1985-2001)

2437812094.8163.6901.77945LijtSectoral employment in the location 
116381118497.25192.411954.37945LitTotal employment in the location

200120.55.012.47945NijtSectoral number of firms in the location
7516.42.74.87945CijtCompetition index
1413.612.011.07945MitNumber of sectors in the location
1112.14.24.47945DitDiversity index

6402.60.01.27639NeNumber of new firms
4101.60.00.57639NnNumber of firms moving in
3402.00.00.97354NxNumber of exiting firms
4501.90.00.57354No Number of firms moving out

350678013134.0290.33781.27945IijtInvestment
3.63-4.190.680.00-0.017909pijtMedian productivity in sector-location

47.730.013.644.825.517945wijtMedian wage in sector-location



Table 2. Production function
(the dependent variable is the log of output in constant terms; the estimator is instrumental variables)

t-stat.Coef.
93.780.627Labor (log) **
-8.98-0.275Share of casual workers **
99.520.458Predicted capital stock (log)
21.380.405Firm age (log)

-15.28-0.059Squared log of firm age
0.790.000Share of foreign capital ownership

-5.90-0.002Share of government capital ownership
14.750.147Dummy if firm has limited liability status
16.420.157Dummy if firm is a corporation

included but not shownSectoral dummies
included but not shownRegion dummies
included but not shownYear dummies

19.151.483Intercept

92930Number of observations
0.765R2

** instrumented using lagged labor, share of casual workers, firm equity, and investment



Table 3. Reduced form on total output 
(Estimator is Arellano and Bond GMM; see text for details. All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported)

Province dataCity dataCommune data
1985-20011994-20011998-2001

651065363555358220882110Number of observations
58558979280111691185Number of sector-location groups

11.12811.0974.4894.4721.7861.781Average number of obs. per group
15156622Maximum number of obs. per group

zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.
13.561.11514.390.7937.951.0537.270.6156.641.3395.740.956QijtTotal output in sector
-5.73-0.514-3.46-0.273-4.88-0.467-4.01-0.267-4.12-0.517-2.62-0.276LitTotal employment
0.360.0610.300.0480.670.1160.810.1184.050.8204.380.835Mit Number of sectors
8.200.8267.500.5725.840.8124.620.4905.431.6304.981.219Cijt Competition index in sector

-4.05-0.431-2.19-0.222-2.50-0.390-2.09-0.262-1.45-0.241-0.16-0.024Dit Diversity index
-11.74-0.725-6.82-0.769-6.48-1.080pijt Median productivity in sector

-2.29-0.117-2.84-0.195-2.48-0.219wijt Median wage in sector
0.170.0240.970.1410.070.007-1.06-0.130-0.75-0.205-1.01-0.145Intercept

p-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezArellano-Bond test of autocorrelation
0.00-9.9800.00-9.8500.00-7.4100.00-7.5100.00-5.1700.00-5.580first-order 
0.131.5200.002.8900.680.4100.101.620....second order

p-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-square
0.0081.4000.0063.0500.0043.0100.0032.3100.0037.5300.0035.970Joint test on 4 agglomeration variables
0.00141.6900.0048.4200.0042.810Joint test on productivity and wages



Table 4. Total output, investment, employment, and number of firms
(Estimator is Arellano and Bond GMM; see text for details. Qijt, Lijt and Nijt instrumented.  All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported.)

Province dataCity dataCommune data
1985-20011994-20011998-2001

651065103555355520882088Number of observations
58558579279211691169Number of sector-location groups

11.12811.1284.4894.4891.7861.786Average number of obs. per group
15156622Maximum number of obs. per group

zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.
10.530.90810.790.4795.920.9814.470.3375.701.8483.440.631QijtTotal output in sector
0.890.0675.690.335-2.10-0.3290.870.089-2.20-0.7000.990.189LijtEmployment in sector
2.850.2853.300.3062.450.4552.580.4392.180.9911.580.663NijtNumber of firms in sector

-5.15-0.227-0.63-0.022-1.96-0.1671.780.101-2.73-0.4350.110.012KijtCapital in sector
-4.07-0.286-3.95-0.285-3.25-0.277-3.90-0.313-3.23-0.418-3.05-0.365LitTotal employment
-0.32-0.048-0.20-0.030-0.16-0.0220.270.0381.850.4143.170.679Mit Number of sectors
7.600.6328.930.6913.470.5144.840.6273.801.4404.601.479Cijt Competition index in sector

-4.13-0.384-3.58-0.329-2.06-0.272-2.47-0.299-1.29-0.229-0.75-0.122Dit Diversity index
-9.12-0.594-5.31-0.755-5.81-1.508pijt Median productivity in sector
-0.66-0.031-2.49-0.175-2.33-0.263wijt Median wage in sector
-0.44-0.090-0.17-0.026-0.58-0.152-0.71-0.177-0.52-0.078-1.21-0.161Intercept

p-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezArellano-Bond test of autocorrelation
0.00-10.0500.00-9.9500.00-7.5100.00-7.3100.00-5.2400.00-5.330first-order 
0.042.0700.012.4900.750.3100.251.150....second order

p-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-square
0.0062.7000.0080.8700.0015.7700.0027.8900.0017.7500.0032.680Joint test on 4 agglomeration variables
0.0084.1300.0028.1800.0033.800Joint test on productivity and wages



Table 5. Employment growth
(Estimator is Arellano and Bond GMM; see text for details. All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported)

Province dataCity dataCommune data
1985-20011994-20011998-2001

651065103555355520882088Number of observations
58558579279211691169Number of sector-location groups

11.12811.1284.4894.4891.7861.786Average number of obs. per group
15.00015.0006.0006.0002.0002.000Maximum number of obs. per group

zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.
16.790.77216.240.7605.910.7245.680.6854.911.0544.860.961LijtEmployment in sector
5.540.5125.390.5002.440.3862.610.4041.950.7112.200.779NijtNumber of firms in sector

-0.15-0.0050.430.0130.700.0430.830.0480.800.0801.360.128KijtCapital in sector
-5.27-0.378-5.52-0.393-5.39-0.510-5.26-0.499-4.47-0.588-4.48-0.595LitTotal employment
-0.06-0.0070.200.0271.730.2721.730.2663.440.7233.340.696Mit Number of sectors
12.550.88912.600.8857.421.1027.291.0765.891.8975.931.882Cijt Competition index in sector
-5.02-0.449-5.23-0.468-3.44-0.425-3.42-0.419-2.34-0.371-2.44-0.389Dit Diversity index
1.740.0461.780.0671.210.078pijt Median productivity in sector
4.740.1722.010.1042.100.184wijt Median wage in sector
2.290.2971.990.270-1.70-0.2250.540.035-0.93-0.179-0.96-0.189Intercept

p-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezArellano-Bond test of autocorrelation
0.00-10.2000.00-10.3800.00-7.2600.00-7.2900.00-4.7700.00-4.840first-order 
0.480.7100.500.6700.96-0.0600.99-0.020....second order

p-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-square
0.00162.6100.00166.7300.0066.9300.0064.8900.0046.8600.0046.720Joint test on 4 agglomeration variables
0.0027.7600.019.2700.036.940Joint test on productivity and wages



Table 6. Investment
(Estimator is Arellano and Bond GMM; see text for details. All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported)

Province dataCity dataCommune data
1985-20011994-20011998-2001

650665063550355020842084Number of observations
58558579279211681168Number of sector-location groups

11.12111.1214.4824.4821.7841.784Average number of obs. per group
15.00015.0006.0006.0002.0002.000Maximum number of obs. per group

zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.
11.080.39210.950.3726.920.4236.990.3955.050.5785.190.553KijtCapital in sector
10.470.53010.740.5403.840.4744.010.4772.720.5643.040.574LijtEmployment in sector
2.280.2262.340.2311.310.2141.570.2541.110.4261.250.471NijtNumber of firms in sector

-5.68-0.405-5.79-0.405-4.57-0.405-4.49-0.394-3.47-0.459-3.46-0.456LitTotal employment
0.300.0460.390.0581.210.1971.140.1842.780.6422.700.612Mit Number of sectors
8.520.7138.520.7104.890.7954.940.7905.211.6945.271.699Cijt Competition index in sector

-4.11-0.384-4.29-0.396-2.48-0.305-2.39-0.292-1.27-0.212-1.29-0.215Dit Diversity index
3.940.1132.760.1261.650.108pijt Median productivity in sector

-0.62-0.027-1.33-0.075-1.48-0.122wijt Median wage in sector
1.320.2541.260.247-1.04-0.196-0.93-0.171-1.34-0.410-1.41-0.424Intercept

p-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezArellano-Bond test of autocorrelation
0.00-9.5000.00-9.5000.00-7.4200.00-7.4900.00-5.0800.00-5.070first-order 
0.69-0.4000.62-0.4900.410.8200.390.860....second order

p-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-square
0.0083.9700.0086.1200.0031.8400.0032.2400.0033.3300.0033.820Joint test on 4 agglomeration variables
0.0015.9600.027.9400.134.070Joint test on productivity and wages



Table 7. Number of firms
(Estimator is Arellano and Bond GMM; see text for details. All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported)

Province dataCity dataCommune data
1985-20011994-20011998-2001

651065103555355520882088Number of observations
58558579279211691169Number of sector-location groups

11.12811.1284.4894.4891.7861.786Average number of obs. per group
15.00015.0006.0006.0002.0002.000Maximum number of obs. per group

zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.zCoef.
19.540.90719.510.90310.460.89410.620.8937.451.5207.621.502NijtNumber of firms in sector
3.140.0762.950.069-0.61-0.032-0.70-0.037-0.20-0.022-0.14-0.014LijtEmployment in sector

-2.98-0.042-2.27-0.0310.480.0130.580.0150.180.0100.200.011KijtCapital in sector
-2.89-0.105-3.00-0.109-3.12-0.121-3.16-0.121-2.79-0.173-2.79-0.173LitTotal employment
0.790.0670.830.071-0.65-0.046-0.66-0.047-0.76-0.080-0.70-0.071Mit Number of sectors
9.510.3259.540.3256.010.4326.000.4305.450.9105.460.911Cijt Competition index in sector

-2.69-0.123-2.78-0.127-2.28-0.136-2.30-0.137-2.56-0.225-2.53-0.222Dit Diversity index
-1.27-0.016-1.01-0.020-0.89-0.029pijt Median productivity in sector
3.130.0590.220.0060.070.003wijt Median wage in sector
3.010.2652.950.259-1.00-0.0991.090.035-0.34-0.0430.170.009Intercept

p-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezp-valuezArellano-Bond test of autocorrelation
0.00-11.9600.00-11.9800.00-8.8300.00-8.7800.00-5.5700.00-5.580first-order 
0.50-0.6700.46-0.7400.66-0.4400.60-0.520....second order

p-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-squarep-valuechi-square
0.0094.6100.0095.7800.0037.8600.0037.7700.0030.4000.0030.430Joint test on 4 agglomeration variables
0.019.8700.591.0500.670.810Joint test on productivity and wages



Table 8. Summary of the decomposition of the change in number of firms
(Estimator is Anderson and Hsiao GMM; see text for details. All regressors in log. Robust standard errors reported.)
All dependent variables expressed in percentage change (positive for entry and moved in, negative for exit and moved out relative to initial number of firms).

ExitMoved outMoved inEntryNijt
(all)+(all)+(mc)+(cp)+(all)+NijtNumber of firms in sector
(all)0(mp)+(all)0(p)+(p)+LijtEmployment in sector
(p)-©)+(m)+(all)0(p)- KijtCapital in sector

(all)-(all)-(all)0(cp)-(all)- LitTotal employment
(mc)-(all)0'©)-(all)0(all)0Mit Number of sectors
(all)+(all)+©)+(cp)+(all)+Cijt Competition index in sector
(m)-(mp)-(all)0(all)-(all)- Dit Diversity index
©)-(all)0©-(all)0(all)0pijt Median productivity in sector
(p)+(all)0(m)-(p)+(p)+wijt Median wage in sector

(all means commune, city, and province regressions; p means province regression only; m means commune regression only; c means city only).



Appendix Table. Predictive equation for capital stock

t-stat.Coef.Firm characteristics
4.100.408Age of firm (log)

-3.45-0.069Age of firm (log squared)
3.410.002Share of capital held by foreigners
0.160.001Share of capital held by government
8.110.367Limited liability (sole proprietor omitted categ.)
9.160.590Corporation

Instruments
17.190.355Lagged labor (log)
-2.17-0.267Lagged share of casual workers
37.680.508Disbursed equity (log)

-11.62-0.886Firm existed in previous year (yes=1)
15.160.201Investment (log)
6.230.377No investment (no=1)
3.340.049Lagged investment (log)
0.630.043No lagged investment (no=1)

yesSectoral dummies
yesRegional dummies

4.341.544Intercept

6106Number of observations
0.666R-squared




